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Abstract
In this paper, we study *nite orders whose comparability graphs are split graphs. We introduce
a normalized representation of these orders using a family of open real intervals. Its repercussions
are both structural and algorithmic. We show that the dimension of split orders is at most three,
and we give a simple characterization of those of dimension two. We present a linear time
recognition algorithm for directed graphs whose transitive closures are split orders.
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1. Introduction
In 1977, Foldes and Hammer [4] introduced the split graphs class as the graphs
whose vertex set, with at least two elements, has a partition into two sets, one be-
ing a clique, and the other one being a stable. Concerning orders, one can ask for a
class of orders having similar properties: that is a class of orders whose vertex set
has a partition into two sets, one being a chain (a set of pairwise comparable distinct
elements) and the other one being an antichain (a set pairwise incomparable distinct
elements). In this sense split orders extend linear orders in a simple structural manner.
We were interested in split orders when studying representation of orders by visibility
on convex subsets of host orders: an order P has a visibility model on an host order
Q if there exists a mapping , from V (P) to the convex connected subsets of Q, such
that x¡P y if and only if (i) (x) ∩ (y) = ∅, and (ii) there exist elements a∈(x)
and b∈(y) with a¡Q b (see [10] for a general presentation). Indeed split orders
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appear to be natural candidates as host to generalize the interval orders class: interval
orders are actually these orders having a representation by visibility on convex subsets
of linear order hosts. Interval orders have consequently a representation by visibility
on convex subsets of split order hosts.
In Section 3 we introduce the main notions we use on split orders and we give some
general properties. In Section 4 we study split orders through their level decomposi-
tions and their chain–antichain decompositions. This leads to structural and algorithmic
properties used in the following two sections. In Section 5 we establish that split orders
have dimension at most 3 and we characterize those of dimension 2. In Section 6 we
give a linear time recognition algorithm, in the size of the input graph, of the directed
graphs whose transitive closures are split orders.
2. Denitions and notations
We start by *xing some notations and de*nitions on orders like in [3,11]. An order P
is an ordered pair (V (P);¡P), where V (P) is a (*nite) set and ¡P is an irreEexive,
transitive (and thus asymmetric) binary relation on V (P). For x; y∈V (P); x6P y
signi*es either x¡P y or x= y. The dual of P is the order Pd where for x; y∈V (P),
x¡P y if and only if y¡Pd x. With each subset X of V (P) is associated the sub-order
(X; (X × X ) ∩¡P) induced by P on X , denoted by P[X ]. An isomorphism from an
order P onto an order Q is a bijective mapping , from V (P) onto V (Q), such that
for all x; y∈V (P); x¡P y if and only if (x)¡Q (y). If such a mapping exists,
then P is said to be isomorphic to Q, denoted by P  Q. An embedding, from an
order P into an order Q, is a mapping , from V (P) into V (Q), such that  is
an isomorphism from P onto Q[(V (P))]. The comparability graph of P is the graph
G(P)=(V (P); E(P)), where for x; y∈V (P); {x; y}∈E(P) if and only if either x¡P y
or y¡P x. For any x; y∈V (P) with x = y either we have {x; y}∈E(P), in which case
x and y are called comparable and denoted by x ∼P y, or {x; y} ∈ E(P), in which
case they are called incomparable and denoted by x‖Py. The cover relation is denoted
by : for x; y∈V (P), we have x y if and only if x¡P y and there is no z ∈V (P)
such that x¡P z¡P y. We denote by Min(P) (respectively Max(P)) the set of minimal
(respectively maximal) elements in P. For every subset C of V (P) we denote by
MinP(C) the set Min(P[C]). For x∈V (P) we denote by ↓[P x (respectively ↓imP x) the
proper predecessor (respectively immediate predecessor or lower cover) set of x in P:
↓[P x = {y∈V (P); y¡P x} and ↓imP x = {y∈V (P); y x}. The predecessor set of
x in P is denoted by ↓]P x, that is ↓]P x= ↓[P x ∪ {x}. Similarly we use ↑[P x, ↑]P x and
↑imP x for, respectively, the proper successor set, the successor set and the immediate
successor or upper cover set of x in P. For example with the Fish order of Fig. 1 we
have ↓[P 7 = {5; 4; 3; 2; 1}; ↓]P x= {7; 5; 4; 3; 2; 1} and ↓imP x= {5; 4}. A subset C of V (P)
is called a chain (respectively an antichain) if all distinct elements of C are pairwise
comparable (respectively incomparable). An upper bound (respectively lower bound)
of a subset C in P, is an element a∈V (P) such that for any c∈C we have c6P a
(respectively a6P c). A subset X of V (P) is an interval (or an autonomous subset) of
P whenever ∀y∈V (P)−X , either ∀x∈X; x¡P y or ∀x∈X; y¡P x or ∀x∈X; x‖Py.
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Fig. 1. On the left we have the usual Hasse diagram of the Fish order: a split-order with ({1; 2; 5; 7}; {3; 4; 6})
for (unique) normalized chain–antichain decomposition. In the middle we have its rank-interval representa-
tion. On the right we have a ranked Hasse diagram of the Fish order which emphasizes the chain–antichain
decomposition.
Notice that this notion of intervals (or autonomous subset) is a direct generalization
to arbitrary orders of the usual notion of intervals used with the real line. The rank
of an element x∈V (P), denoted rankP(x), is de*ned as the maximal cardinality, of
a chain of P ending in x, minus 1. The antirank of an element x∈V (P), denoted
antirankP(x), is its rank in Pd: antirankP(x) = rankPd (x). Consequently, rankP(x) = 0
if and only if x∈Min(P). Clearly, all elements of the same rank form an antichain
of P and comparable elements have diHerent ranks. The height of P, denoted h(P), is
de*ned as the maximal cardinality, of a chain in P, minus 1.
3. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the main notions related to split orders and that we use
in the remaining of the paper. Moreover, we give some easy and general properties
about them.
Denition 1. A split order is an order whose comparability graph is a split graph.
As a consequence, the vertex set of any split order can be split into two disjoint
subsets, not necessarily none void, such that the induced sub-orders are a chain and
an antichain. Looking for characterization by forbidden sub-orders, it can be easily
obtained using the following characterization established in 1977 by Foldes and Ham-
mer. Recall that a graph is triangulated if each of its cycle of length at least 4 has at
least one chord. Notice that for a graph G=(V (G); E(G)) its complement is the graph
JG = (V ( JG); E( JG)) de*ned by V ( JG) = V (G) and E( JG) = {xy : x; y∈V ( JG) and x =
y and xy ∈ E(G)}.
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Theorem 2 (Foldes and Hammer [4]). Given a graph G=(V (G); E(G)) the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) G is a split graph.
(ii) G and JG are triangulated.
(iii) G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to 2K2; C4 or C5.
Recall that a 2⊕2 order is the order whose comparability graph is isomorphic to 2K2,
and that a 4-crown order is the order whose comparability graph is isomorphic to C4.
The characterization of split orders by forbidden sub-orders, can then be immediately
deduced from Theorem 2(iii). A proof is given for the reader convenience.
Proposition 3. An order is a split order if and only if it contains no sub-order iso-
morphic to the 2⊕ 2 order or the 4-crown order.
Proof. The forward implication is easily established by contradiction. Indeed, notice
that given an order P, for any sub-order Q of P; G(Q) is an induced subgraph of G(P).
For the backward implication, assuming that an order P has no sub-order isomorphic
to 2⊕ 2 nor 4-crown, directly implies that G(P) ful*lls Theorem 2(iii). Indeed, C5 is
a forbidden induced subgraph for comparability graphs (see for example [6]).
Remark 4. Cycle-free orders are these orders with triangulated comparability graphs
(see [2]), and thus it follows from Theorem 2(ii) that split orders are also cycle-free
orders. Interval orders are these orders with no 2 ⊕ 2 as sub-order (see [3]), conse-
quently Proposition 3 insures that split orders are also interval orders. Now, since a
cycle-free order has a triangulated comparability graph the 4-crown is one of its for-
bidden sub-orders, and since the 2⊕ 2 order is the forbidden sub-order for an interval
order, it then follows from Proposition 3 that any order being both an interval order and
a cycle-free order is also a split order. Consequently the split orders class is actually
the intersection of the interval orders class and the cycle-free orders class.
We now establish some easy connections between lattices and cycle-free orders,
which will be used to characterize split orders of dimension 2.
Denition 5 (BirkhoH [1], p. 6). A lattice is an order L any two of whose elements
have a greatest lower bound or “meet” denoted by x ∧ y, and a least upper bound or
“join” denoted by x ∨ y.
Denition 6. Given an order P, we de*ne Pˆ as the order obtained by adding to P a
least element ⊥, and a greatest element .
Denition 7. A *nite order T is called a truncated lattice if there exists a lattice L
isomorphic to Tˆ .
Proposition 8. Any cycle-free order is a truncated lattice.
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Proof. Let P be a cycle-free order. Assume that Pˆ is not a lattice. Then there exists
x; y∈V (Pˆ) such that either x; y have no upper bound or x; y have no lower bound. This
implies that x; y∈V (P). Assume that x and y have no upper bound. Then, there exist
z and t with z = t and such that z; t ∈MinPˆ(↑]Pˆ x∩ ↑
]
Pˆ
y). This implies that z; t ∈V (P).
It is now straightforward that {x; y; z; t} induce a C4 in G(P), contradicting that P is
cycle-free. The case of x and y with no lower bound follows the same lines.
4. Structural decompositions
As noticed previously, split orders are characterized by the family of the two for-
bidden sub-orders 2 ⊕ 2 and 4-crown. However, the study of split orders, through
their level decompositions and their chain–antichain decompositions, leads to more
interesting structural and algorithmic properties. We *rst study the chain–antichain de-
compositions of split orders and we establish some properties useful for the recognition
algorithm of Section 6. Then we study the interval representation of split orders in-
duced by their level decompositions, and we establish some properties useful for the
dimension results of Section 5.
Denition 9. Let P be a split order; a chain–antichain-decomposition of P is any pair
(A; C) such that V (P) = A ∪ C, A ∩ C = ∅; P[A] is an antichain whenever A is not
empty, and P[C] is a chain whenever C is not empty. The sets A and C are then,
respectively, called the antichain and the chain of the (A; C)-decomposition of P. An
(A; C)-decomposition of P is said to be normalized if its chain is of maximal cardinality
over all (A; C)-decompositions of P.
Remark 10. Given a chain–antichain decomposition of a split order, every element of
the antichain has at most one lower cover and one upper cover. These covers then
belong to the chain whenever they exist.
Since split orders are interval orders, any split order has an interval representation.
However, we are interested in an other interval representation induced by the rank
function and which can be associated to any order. This interval representation is
unique, and for split orders it completely determines the order under consideration as
soon as an (A; C)-decomposition is provided.
Denition 11. Let P be an order, its rank-interval representation is the family
(]l(x); g(x)[R)x∈V (P), where:
(i) g(x) = h(P) + 1 if x∈Max(P), and g(x) = inf{rankPy:y∈ ↑[P x} otherwise,
(ii) l(x) = rankP(x)− 1.
Remark 12. For any order P, for every x∈V (P) we have that l(x) = rankP(x) −
1¡ rankP(x)¡ rankP(x) + 16 g(x) and thus we have that l(x)¡h(P) and g(x)¿ 0.
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Fig. 2. On the left we have a Hasse diagram of the Domino order: a split-order with 3 maximal sized
chains, and a unique normalized (A; C)-decomposition. The normalized (A; C)-decomposition is obtained for
C = {1; 3; 4; 6}. On the right we have a Hasse diagram of the Fish order: a split-order of dimension 3. The
realizer yielded by the proof of Theorem 22, assuming the normalized ({1; 2; 5; 7}; {3; 4; 6})-decomposition,
is L1 = (3; 1; 4; 2; 6; 5; 7), L2 = (1; 2; 3; 5; 4; 7; 6) and L3 = (1; 2; 6; 4; 3; 5; 7).
Moreover, if x belongs to a maximum, with respect to cardinality, chain of P we have
that g(x) = rankP(x) + 1.
Considering a normalized (A; C)-decomposition, we then can establish that C is a
maximal sized chain of P. However, as it appears with the Domino order (see Fig. 2),
not all the maximal sized chain of a split order induce an (A; C)-decomposition.
Remark 13. Notice that if C and A are a chain and an antichain of an order P then
|A ∩ C|¡ 2.
Property 14. Given any normalized (A; C)-decomposition of a split order P, we have
|C|= h(P) + 1.
Proof. Consider a normalized (A; C)-decomposition of a split order P. The maximality
of C over all the possible (A′; C′)-decompositions of P ensures that every element of A
is not comparable to at least one element of C. Now, if C is not a maximal sized chain
of P, then there exists D a chain of P such that |C|¡ |D|. But as A is an antichain of
P and as V (P) = A ∪ C this implies that C ⊂ D and D ∩ A = ∅: a contradiction.
Remark 15. For every normalized (A; C)-decomposition of a split order P, and for
every x∈C we have that g(x) = rankP(x) + 1. Moreover, for every i∈{0; : : : ; h(P)},
there exists c∈C such that rankP(c) = i.
Recall that given two sets X and Y their symmetric diHerence XOY is the set
(X ∪Y )− (X ∩Y ). The following property establishes some technical relations between
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distinct chain–antichain decompositions. It also provides a structural characterization of
the elements distinguishing normalized chain–antichain decompositions.
Property 16. Let P be a split order and let (A1; C1) and (A2; C2) being two distinct
(A; C)-decompositions, then:
(i) |C1 ∩ C2|= sup{|C1| − 1; |C2| − 1}.
(ii) If (A1; C1) and (A2; C2) are normalized then:
(ii.1) |C1 ∩ C2|= |C1| − 1 = |C2| − 1,
(ii.2) C1OC2 is a two elements interval of P which is an antichain.
Proof. (i) Since (A1; C1) and (A2; C2) are distinct we have |C1 ∩ C2|6 sup{|C1| −
1; |C2| − 1}. Now, if |C1 ∩ C2|¡ sup{|C1| − 1; |C2| − 1} we suppose, without loss of
generality, that |C1|−1=sup{|C1|−1; |C2|−1} and thus we obtain that |C1∩A2|¿ 2:
which is impossible.
(ii) By de*nition of normalized chain–antichain decompositions, we have that |C1|=
|C2|, and thus condition (ii.1) is an immediate consequence of condition (i). We now
show condition (ii.2). From condition (ii.1), we obtain that |C1OC2|=2. Let C1OC2 =
{x1; x2}, where x1 ∈C1 and x2 ∈C2. First we have that C1OC2 is an antichain. Indeed,
by de*nition, x1 is comparable to every element of C2−{x2}. Thus, if x1 is comparable
to x2, we have a contradiction with the maximality of C2. It remains to show that
C1OC2 is an interval of P. As Ci∪Ai=V (P) for i∈{1; 2}, we also have that A1OA2=
{x1; x2}. Consequently, x1 and x2 are incomparable to every y∈A1 ∩ A2, and x1 and
x2 are comparable to every y∈C1 ∩ C2. Now we conclude because on the one hand,
V (P) is the disjoint union of A1 ∩ A2; C1 ∩ C2 and {x1; x2}. On the other hand, the
incomparability of x1 and x2 implies that, for every y∈C1 ∩ C2; x1¡P y if and only
if x2¡P y.
Remark 17. Property 16(ii.2) is no more true when the chain–antichain decompo-
sitions are not normalized. Indeed, let P be the linear order 1¡ 2¡ 3¡ 4. With
({1; 2; 4}; {3}) and ({2; 3; 4}; {1}) for distinct chain–antichain decompositions, we ob-
tain C1OC2 = {1; 3}. Which is not an interval of P.
Using technical relations established in Property 16, we can now count the number
of normalized decompositions.
Property 18. Let P be a split order and let (A; C) be a normalized decomposition.
If C = V (P) then let l∗ = sup{l(a): a∈A}, let g∗ = inf{g(a): a∈A} and let X =
{x∈V (P): l(x) = l∗ and g(x) = g∗}, then:
(i) g∗¿l∗.
(ii) If X ∩ C = ∅, then there is a unique normalized split-decomposition.
(iii) If X ∩ C = ∅, then:
(iii.1) Let (A′; C′) be a split-decomposition distinct from (A; C), if there is one,
then (A′; C′) is normalized if and only if COC′ ⊆ X and |COC′|= 2.
(iii.2) There is |X | normalized split-decompositions.
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Proof. (i) By contradiction, suppose g∗6 l∗. For x; y∈A such that l(x) = l∗ and
g(y) = g∗, we thus obtain rankP(y)¡g∗6 l∗¡ rankP(x). Now either x = y which
contradicts rankP(y)¡ rankP(x), or x = y and then x‖Py. Notice that g∗6 l∗ implies
that l∗ = −1 and that g∗ = h(P) + 1. Consequently there exist a; b∈C, such that
rankP(a) = g∗ and rankP(b) = l∗, this means that a is the lower cover of x and b is
the upper cover of y. Thus we obtain y¡P a6P b¡P x, which contradicts x‖Py.
(ii) By contradiction, suppose that both X ∩ C = ∅, and that there exists another
normalized decomposition (A′; C′). From Property 16(ii.2), we have that {z; z′} is both
an antichain and an interval of P, whenever z ∈C − (C ∩ C′) and z′ ∈C′ − (C ∩ C′).
Note that, since A= (A ∩ A′) ∪ {z′}, this implies that A′′ = A ∪ {z} is an antichain of
P. We now exhibit a contradiction with X ∩ C = ∅, by showing that z′ belongs to X ,
and using the fact that {z; z′} is an interval of P. Assume that l(z′) = l∗. Then, there
exists t ∈A such that l(t)¿l(z′), and thus there exists u∈C such that rankP(u)= l(t)
(because l(t)¿ 0): so we have u¡P t. Notice that u = z since {t; z} ⊆ A′′. Thus
since {z; u} ⊆ C, we obtain that either u¡P z or z¡P u. If u¡P z, then u¡P z′ and
thus l(z′)¿ rankP(u) which contradicts that l(t)¿l(z′). If z¡P u, then z′¡P u, and
thus g(z′)6 l(t), which contradicts that g∗¿l∗. Under the same lines we prove that
g(z′) = g∗, and consequently that z′ ∈X .
(iii) Assume that X ∩ C = ∅.
(iii.1) To prove the forward implication assume that (A′; C′) is a normalized decom-
position distinct from (A; C). From Property 16(ii.1), there exists x∈C and x′ ∈C′
such that {x; x′} = COC′, and thus we have that |COC′| = 2. Note that both x∈A′
and x′ ∈A. It remains to show that COC′ ⊆ X . We *rst show that x′ ∈X . Suppose
l(x′)¡l∗, then there exists a∈A such that l(a) = l∗. That is, there exists b∈C, such
that b a and rankP(b) = l∗. Since x′ ∈C′ and both b ∼P a and a∈A′, we obtain
that b∈C′. So, either b¡P x′ and then l(x′)¿ l∗, which contradicts the assumption
on l(x′) and l∗, or x′¡P b and then, by transitivity, that x′¡P a, which contradicts
that A is an antichain. Consequently, we have that l(x′)¿ l∗, and thus that l(x′) = l∗,
by de*nition of l∗. Under the same lines we get that g(x′) = g∗, which prove that
x′ ∈X . We can show that x∈X using the same arguments, and thus COC′ ⊆ X .
To prove the backward implication, assume that COC′= {x; x′}. Since A and A′ are
antichains, we have that |{x; x′}∩C|=|{x; x′}∩C′|=1. Thus, without loose of generality,
we assume that x∈C and x′ ∈C′. Consequently, we have that C′=C ∩C′+ {x′} and
C = C ∩ C′ + {x}, which implies that |C| = |C′|. Now, as (A; C) is normalized, then
(A′; C′) is normalized too.
(iii.2) It follows directly from its de*nition that X is an interval of P and that
|X ∩ C|6 1. So, since by assumption we have that |X ∩ C| = 1, then there is at
least |X | normalized decompositions. From condition (iii.1), any distinct normalized
decomposition, say (A′; C′), ful*lls that COC′ ⊆ X . Now, since |X ∩ C| = 1 and
|(COC′) ∩ C′| = 1, then there is at most |X | − 1 normalized decompositions distinct
from (A; C).
Recall that two families, say F=(Fi)i∈I and G=(Gj)j∈J , of intervals of the real line,
are said to be equivalent if there exists a bijection %, from I onto J , such that, for every
i∈ I the equality Fi = G%(i) holds. We are now ready to establish a technical lemma
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used to show that any split order is uniquely determined—up to isomorphism—by its
rank-interval representation.
Lemma 19. Let P be an order and let F = (Fx)x∈V (P) be its rank-interval represen-
tation. Let Cm be any of its chains, maximum with respect to cardinality, and let
F(Cm) = (Fx)x∈Cm , then:
(i) F(Cm) is equivalent to the family (]i − 1; i + 1[)i∈[0; :::; h(P)].
(ii) Any sub-family of F, equivalent to (]i − 1; i + 1[)i∈[0; :::;m−1], where m =
max{b: ]a; b[∈ F}, is equivalent to F(Cm).
Proof. For condition (i), as Cm is a maximum, with respect to cardinality, chain then
for every x∈Cm we have that l(x)=rankP(x)−1 and g(x)=rankP(x)+1. For condition
(ii), *rst notice that h(P)+1=max{b: ]a; b[ ∈ F}. Then, from condition (i), we obtain
that F(Cm) is equivalent to (]i − 1; i + 1[)i∈[0; :::;m−1].
Theorem 20. Any split order is uniquely determined—up to isomorphism—by its
rank-interval representation.
Proof. Let P be a split order and let F=(Fx)x∈V (P) be its rank-interval representation.
Consider any normalized (A; C)-decomposition. From Lemma 19 we have that F(C)
is equivalent to the family (]i − 1; i + 1[)i∈[0; :::; h(P)], and thus F(A) is equivalent to
F−F(C). As C is a maximum, with respect to cardinality, chain then for every y∈C,
we have rankP(y) = i if and only if ]l(y); g(y)[ = ]i − 1; i + 1[. From Remark 10,
every element x of A has, when it exists, the element of C whose rank in P is g(x)
(respectively l(x)) as its (unique) upper (respectively lower) cover.
Proposition 21. Let P be a split order with (]l(x); g(x)[R)x∈V (P) for rank-interval
representation, then
⋂
x∈A ]l(x); g(x)[R = ∅.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then since intervals of the real line verify the Helly’s
property, there exists x; y in A such that ]l(x); g(x)[R ∩ ]l(y); g(y)[R = ∅. Without loss
of generality, assume that g(x)6 l(y), then there exists z ∈C with rankP(z) = g(x)
(see Remark 15) and thus we have x6P z6P y contradicting that both x; y belong
to A.
5. Dimension
Given an order P a linear extension L of P is any linear order on V (P) preserving
P :V (L) = V (P) and ¡P ⊆¡L. Any set of linear extensions of P whose intersection
is P is called a realizer of P. The dimension of P is the less cardinality of a realizer
of P. Since cycle-free orders have dimension at most 4 (see [8,9]), this also holds
for split orders. However—up to our knowledge—deciding if an order has dimension
at most 3, is a decision problem whose classi*cation is still open when restricted to
cycle-free orders or to interval orders. Note that for interval orders the dimension can
be arbitrarily wide. For further comments on dimension and on dimension of interval
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orders see [11]. In this section, we establish that split orders have dimension at most
3. Then we characterize those of dimension 2, in terms of families of linearly ordered
intervals of the real line.
Theorem 22. Let P be a split order, then dim(P)6 3, and the bound is tight.
Proof. We *rst show that P has dimension at most 3. Consider any of its normalized
(A; C)-decomposition and let (]l(x); g(x)[R)x∈V (P) be its rank-interval representation.
We assume that P is not a linear order, and thus we have that A = ∅. Let Gl=(V (P); El)
be such that El = ¡P ∪ {(x; y): x∈A; y∈C and rankP(y) = rankP(x) = l(x) + 1}.
Let Gg = (V (P); Eg) be such that Eg = ¡P ∪ {(y; x): x∈A; y∈C and rankP(y) =
g(x) − 1}. Note that the fact that C is a maximum with respect to cardinality chain
of P ensures that Gl is a well-de*ned directed graph. Note for every x∈V (P) we
have 16 g(x)6 h(P) + 1 and thus Remark 15 ensures that Gg is a well-de*ned di-
rected graph. By de*nition of the rank function, for every x∈V (P), we have that ev-
ery y∈↓[P x (respectively y∈↑[P x), ful*lls rankP(y)¡ rankP(x)¡g(x) (respectively
rankP(y)¿ rankP(x)¿l(x)). Consequently, then both Gl and Gg are acyclic directed
graphs. Let Tl be any topological sort of Gl (i.e. a linear order on V (P) whose arc
set includes El) and let Tg be any topological sort of Gg. Clearly both Tl and Tg are
linear extensions of P. Let Gm = (V (P); Em) be such that Em =¡P ∪¡Tdl [A] where
Tdl [A]= (A;¡Tdl [A]) is the sub-order of the dual order of Tl induced by A. It is easy to
check that Gm is an acyclic directed graph: indeed, by contradiction, let C be a cycle
of Gm of minimal length. Since ¡P and ¡Tl[A]d are order relations, the minimality
of the length of C implies that the arcs of C are alternatively in ¡P and in ¡Tl[A]d
which contradicts the facts that no arc in ¡P is between two elements of A and that
every arc in ¡Tl[A]d is between two elements of A. Let Tm be any topological sort of
Gm. We claim that {Tl; Tg; Tm} is actually a realizer of P. Indeed, on the one hand,
by construction, given every x∈A, for every y∈C such that x‖Py, we have that both
x¡Tl y and y¡Tg x. On the other hand, by construction, for every x; y∈A, we have
x¡Tl y if and only if we have y¡Tm x. It remains to show that the bound is tight. This
is an immediate consequence of the Fish order given in Fig. 2 which is a split order
(take ({1; 2; 5; 7}; {3; 4; 6}) for chain–antichain decomposition), and whose dimension
is equal to 3 (see for example [12]).
Recall that given an order P, its Dedekind–MacNeille completion is the set
V (DM(P)) = {X ⊆ V (P): X = X+−} ordered by inclusion, where X+ (respectively
X−) denotes the set of upper (respectively lower) bounds of X . That is, X+ =
{y∈V (P): ∀x∈X; x6P y}, and X− = {y∈V (P): ∀x∈X; y6P x}. It is well-known
that this order, denoted DM(P), is a lattice such that the mapping  :V (P) → 2V (P),
with (x)= ↓]P x, is an embedding from P into DM(P). That is,  is an isomorphism
from P onto DM(P)[(V (P))]. See Fig. 3 for examples of such a completion and see
[1, pp. 126–128] for details and proofs.
Recall that an order is said to be planar if it has a planar embedding. A planar
embedding e(P) of an order P is an injection x → Jx from V (P) to R2 such that: (i)
straight line segments xy, connecting Jx and Jy with Jx strictly below Jy in R2 whenever
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Fig. 3. On the left we have a Hasse diagram of the 4-crown order and a Hasse diagram of its
Dedekind–MacNeille completion where for example {1}+−={1; 3; 4}−={1}, {1; 2}+−={3; 4}−={1; 2}
and {3}+− = {3}− = {1; 2; 3}. On the right we have a Hasse diagram of the N -order and a Hasse diagram
of its Dedekind–MacNeille completion.
x y, (ii) these segments do not intersect, except possibly at their endpoints. We
will use some usual properties of the Dedekind–MacNeille completion and of lattices
that we summarize in the following (see [11, pp. 69 and 73] for references and proofs).
Property 23. Let P be an order and L a lattice.
(i) If P embeds into L, then DM(P) embeds into L.
(ii) The dimension of P and the dimension of DM(P) are equal.
(iii) The dimension of L is at most 2 if and only if L is planar.
We can now characterize the two dimensional split orders by an inclusion model of
real intervals (see Fig. 4). As consequence we obtain a simple and eTcient recognition
algorithm for such order with a time linear in the size of the input order.
Theorem 24. Let P be a split order, then dim(P)6 2 if and only if in any normal-
ized (A; C)-decomposition of P; A is the disjoint union of two sets A1 and A2 such
that F(A1) = (l(x); g(x)[R)x∈A1 and F(A2) = (]l(x); g(x)[R)x∈A2 are linearly ordered by
inclusion.
Proof. For simplicity, the elements of an order and their corresponding points in the
plane will get the same denomination.
We *rst prove the forward implication. From Proposition 8, it follows that the
Dedekind–MacNeille completion of P is obtained by adding a least and a greatest ele-
ment to P whenever they do not exist. Thus, *rst, all the covering relations of P are still
covering relations in DM(P). Second, if P has no least (respectively greatest) element,
then every minimal (respectively maximal) element of P has the least (respectively
greatest) element of DM(P) for unique lower (respectively upper) cover. Moreover,
there is a bijection, say , from the maximal sized chains of P, onto the maximal sized
chains of DM(P), such that (C)∩C=C. Property 23(i) and (iii) ensures that DM(P)
has a planar representation. Thus, for any maximal for inclusion chain of DM(P) there
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Fig. 4. On the left we have a Hasse diagram of a split order of dimension 2: note that a planar embedding
of its Dedekind–MacNeille completion can be obtained with a rotation of 45◦ of this drawing after adding
a least and a greatest element to the order. On the right we have the rank-interval representation of the
split order. Its unique normalized (A; C)-decomposition is obtained for A={2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14; 16}, and then
F(A1) = (l(x); g(x)[R)x∈{2;4;6;8} and F(A2) = (l(x); g(x)[R)x∈{10;12;14;16} are two families of real intervals
linearly ordered by inclusion.
exists a planar representation of DM(P) such that all the elements of this chain belong
to the same straight line of the plane. Consider any normalized (A; C)-decomposition
of P. Then V (DM(P)) is the disjoint union of (C) and A, and (C) is a maximal
sized chain in DM(P). Take any planar representation of DM(P) such that all the
elements of (C) belong to the same straight line, say D(C). Then D(C) induces two
disjoint half-planes. We denote by A1, the set of all the elements of A belonging to one
of these half-planes. We now show, by contradiction, that F(A1) = (]l(x); g(x)[R)x∈Al
is linearly ordered by inclusion, where the functions l and g have been de*ned on P.
From Property 21, we have
⋂
x∈A1 ]l(x); g(x)[R = ∅ and thus there exists x; y∈A1 such
that, without loose of generality, we have l(x)¡l(y)¡g(x)¡g(y). Let ci belonging
to (C) such that rankDM(P)(ci)= i if P has no least element, and rankDM(P)(ci)= i+1
otherwise. On the one hand cl(x) and cg(x) are covers of x in DM(P), and on the other
hand cl(y) and cg(y) are covers of y in DM(P). This implies that there exists at least
two crossing edges in the representation of DM(P), a contradiction. Let A2 = A− A1,
showing that F(A1) is linearly ordered by inclusion follows the same lines, which
achieves the proof of the forward implication.
For the backward implication, we exhibit a planar representation of DM(P) whose
coordinates are calculated according to the basis vectors (0; 1) and (1; 0). Let c∗ be the
element of C such that, rankP(c∗) = l∗ if l∗ = −1 and rankP(c∗) = l∗ + 1 otherwise.
For every x∈C, we associate the coordinate (0; rankP(x) − rankP(c∗)). For i = 1; 2,
let %i be the linear order on Ai such that for every x; y∈Ai, we have x¡%i y if
and only if ]l(x); g(x)[R ⊆ ]l(x); g(x)[R. For every x∈Ai, we associate the coordinate
((−1)i(rank%i(x) + 1); 0). It is then straightforward to check that this representation
is planar, and that moreover, DM(P) still admits a planar representation when the
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coordinate of the added (if so) least (respectively greatest) element is (0;−(h(P)+1))
(respectively (0; h(P) + 1)). Indeed, for i=1; 2, for every x; y∈Ai, if both x∈Min(P)
(respectively x∈Max(P)) and x¡%i y, then y∈Min(P) (respectively y∈Max(P)).
6. Recognition
In this section, we study the complexity status of the recognition of split orders.
For orders, this recognition question is actually set in a more general manner: given
a directed graph and an order class, what is the complexity status of determining
whether the transitive closure of the digraph belongs to the order class or not? Since
the recognition of split graphs can be done in time linear in the size of the input graph
[7], whenever the input is an order, the split orders recognition can be done in linear
time. We establish that the general recognition question of split orders can still be
answered in time linear in the size of the input graph. Moreover, in the positive case,
we also provide a normalized chain–antichain decomposition of the induced order.
Notice *rst, that the general recognition question of interval orders can be done in
time linear in the size of input graph [5]. Notice second, that the best—up to our
knowledge—algorithm, determining whether the transitive closure of a digraph is a
cycle-free order, is linear in the size of the transitive closure of the input graph [9].
In order to lighten Section 2 we only precise there some more de*nitions and no-
tations on directed graphs which are useful for our algorithm. Recall that a *nite
directed graph G is an ordered pair (V (G); E(G)) where V (G) is a (*nite set) and
E(G) ⊆ (V (G) × V (G)). With each subset X of V (G) is associated the sub-graph
(X; (X × X ) ∩ E(G)) induced by G on X , denoted by G[X ]. The dual of G is
the directed graph Gd = (V (G); E(Gd)) where for x; y∈V (G); (x; y)∈E(Gd) if and
only if (y; x)∈E(G). For every element x∈V (G), we denote by SuccG(x) (respec-
tively PredG(x)) the successor (respectively predecessor) set of x in G: SuccG(x) =
{y: y∈V (G); y = x and (x; y)∈E(G)} and PredG(x) = {y: y∈V (G); y = x and
(y; x)∈E(G)}. If G is a directed acyclic graph, for every element x∈V (G), the rank
of x, denoted rankG(x), is de*ned as the maximal cardinality, of a chain of G ending
in x, minus 1, and the antirank of x, denoted antirankG(x), is the rank of x in Gd.
Our recognition algorithm use the fact that in any maximal, with respect to cardi-
nality, chain of an order every element is such that is rank plus its antirank equal the
height of the order. Since the rank of an element in a directed acyclic graph is the
same as its rank in the transitive closure of the graph, this property can be algorith-
mically exploited directly on the input graph. Thus given a directed acyclic graph G
we can immediately split its vertex set in a set of elements, say C, belonging to some
maximal chain and in a set of elements, say A, belonging to none of the maximal
chains. The remaining of the algorithm is then *rst to keep in the set C only the ele-
ments belonging to the chain of one normalized chain–antichain decomposition of the
transitive closure of G (if this transitive closure is a split order), and second to check
that the set of the remaining vertices is an antichain in the transitive closure of G. To
ensure that remains in C only one of desired maximal chain structural properties of
split orders that we exhibit in previous sections are then necessary.
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Algorithm: RECSP0(G)
Input: G = (V (G); E(G)) a directed acyclic graph.
Output: Yes and a normalized chain–antichain decomposition of the transitive closure
of G, if this transitive closure is a split order, No otherwise.
Begin
1: Let C := ∅ and A := ∅;
/* The antirank is the rank in the dual directed graph */
2: Compute the rank and the antirank of each element of G;
3: Let h := max{rankG(x): x∈V (G)};
/* The set C contains at least the elements of the potential Enal chain */
/* The set A contains only elements of the potential Enal antichain */
4: For-All x∈V (G) Do
5: If rankG(x)=h−antirankG(x) Then C := C∪{x} Else A := A∪{x} End-If
6: End-For
/* R is the rank decomposition of G[C] /*
7: For i := 0 To h Do R[i] := ∅ End-For
8: For-All x∈C Do R[rankG(x)] := R[rankG(x)] ∪ {x} End-For
/* Level contains the ranks having at least two elements of C /*
9: Let Level := ∅;
10: For i := 1 To h+ 1 Do
11: If |R[i]|¿ 1 Then Level := Level ∪ {i} End-If
12: End-For
/* More than two ranks with at least two elements*/
13: If |Level|¿ 2 Then RETURN(No) End-If
/* Exactly two ranks with at least two elements*/
14: If |Level|= 2 Then LEVEL-2 End-If
/* Exactly one rank with at least two elements*/
15: If |Level|= 1 Then LEVEL-1 End-If
/* It only remains to check that A is an antichain since C is actually a chain,*/
16: CHECK-ANTI-CHAIN
17: RETURN(Yes,A,C)
End
Macro: LEVEL-1
Begin
1: Let i∈Level;
2: For-All x∈R[i] Do
3: If |R[i]| = 1 Then
/* NG(x) = SuccG(x) ∪ PredG(x) is the neighborhood of x in G */
4: If NG(x)∩A=∅ Then A := A∪{x};C:=C−{x};R[i] := R[i]−{x} End-If
5: End-If
6: End-For-All
7: If |R[i]|¿ 2 Then RETURN(No) End-If
End
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Macro: LEVEL-2
Begin
1: Let p := min{x: x∈Level} and Let g∈Level− {p};
2: If g− p = 1
3: Then RETURN(No)
4: Else /* p and g are consecutive ranks */
5: For-All x∈R[p] Do
6: Let S[x] := 0;
7: For-All z ∈SuccG(x) ∩ C Do
8: If rankG(z) = p+ 1 Then S[x] := S[x] + 1 End-If
9: End-For-All
10: End-For-All
11: For-All x∈R[g] Do
12: Let P[x] := 0;
13: For-All z ∈PredG(x) ∩ C Do
14: If rankG(z) = p Then P[x] := P[x] + 1 End-If
15: End-For-All
16: End-For-All
17: Let Rp := |R[p]| and Let Rg := |R[g]|;
18: For-All x∈R[p] Do
19: If S[x] = 1 Then C := C − {x}; R[p] := R[p]− {x}; A := A ∪ {x} End-If
20: End-For-All
21: For-All x∈R[g] Do
22: If P[x] = 1 Then C := C − {x};R[g] := R[g]− {x};A := A ∪ {x} End-If
23: End-For-All
24: If |R[g]| = 1 Or |R[p]| = 1 Then RETURN(No) End-If
/* To ensure that x and y are comparable */
25: Let x∈R[p] and Let y∈R[g];
26: If S[x] = Rg Or P[y] = Rp Then RETURN(No) End-If
27: End-If
End
Macro: CHECK-ANTICHAIN
Begin
1: For-All x∈A Do
2: If SuccG(x) ∩ A = ∅ Then RETURN(No) End-If
3: If PredG(x) ∩ A = ∅ Then RETURN(No) End-If
4: End-For-All
5: For-All x∈A Do
6: MIN := Max{rankG(z): z ∈PredG(x)}
7: MAX := Min{rankG(z): z ∈SuccG(x)}
8: If MIN¿MAX Then RETURN(No) End-If
9: End-For-All
End
In order to prove the correctness of our recognition algorithm we need the following
technical lemma.
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Lemma 25. Let P be a split-order, and let X = {x∈V (P): rankP(x) = h(P) −
antirankP(x)}. Let Xi={x∈X : rankP(x)= i} and let IX ={i∈{0; : : : ; h(P)}: |Xi|¿ 2}.
(i) |IX |6 2, and whenever IX = {i; j} we have |i − j|= 1.
(ii) Assume that IX = {i; i + 1}, then there exists zi ∈Xi and zi+1 ∈Xi+1 such that
(a) ↑imP zi ∩ Xi+1 = Xi+1 and ↓imP zi+1 ∩ Xi = Xi, and (b) for all y∈Xi − {zi},
↑imP y ∩ Xi+1 = {zi+1} and for all y∈Xi+1 − {zi+1}; ↓imP y ∩ Xi = {zi}.
Proof. We *rst establish the following claim.
Claim. Let i∈{0; : : : ; h(P)}, we have that both (a) if i = h(P), then there exists
z ∈Xi+1 such that for any x∈Xi we have ↑imP x ∩ Xi+1 = {z}, and (b) if i = 0, then
there exists z ∈Xi−1 such that for any x∈Xi we have ↓imP x ∩ Xi−1 = {z}.
Proof. We *rst prove condition (a). By de*nition, X is the set of the elements of
P belonging to a maximum with respect to cardinality chain. Thus, by Property 14,
for every normalized (A; C)-decomposition of P we have that C ⊆ X . So, for any
x∈Xi, we have that ↑imP x ∩ Xi+1 = ∅. Given any normalized (A; C)-decomposition of
P, let xi be such that {xi}= Xi ∩C and let xi+1 be such that {xi+1}= Xi+1 ∩C. Since
(Xi−{xi})∪ (Xi+1−{xi+1}) ⊆ A, we obtain condition (a) by taking z=xi+1. Condition
(b) is proved using dual arguments under the same lines.
End of the proof of the Lemma 25: We now prove condition (i). Assume that
|IX |¿ 2. Let a = min{i: i∈ IX } and let b = max{i: i∈ IX }. Given any normalized
(A; C)-decomposition of P, for every i∈{0; : : : ; h(P)}, let xi =Xi ∩C. From the above
Claim, on the one hand all the elements of Xa are predecessors, in P, of xa+1. On
the other hand, all the elements of Xb are successors, in P, of xb−1. Thus, P is no
more a cycle free order as soon as a + 16 b − 1. This implies condition (i). We
now prove condition (ii). Given any normalized (A; C)-decomposition of P, for every
i∈{0; : : : ; h(P)}, let xi =Xi ∩C. From the above claim and since (Xi −{xi})∪ (Xi+1−
{xi+1}) ⊆ A, we obtain condition (ii)(a) by taking zi = xi and zi+1 = xi+1. Now we
obtain condition (ii)(b) directly from the fact that (Xi−{xi})∪(Xi+1−{xi+1}) ⊆ A.
Remark 26. If |IX | = 1, then P has a unique normalized chain decomposition.
Theorem 27. Given G=(V (G); E(G)) a directed graph, we can decide if its transitive
closure is a split order, with a time linear in |V (G)|+|E(G)|. Moreover, if the answer
is positive, the above algorithm RecSp0 also provides a normalized chain–antichain
decomposition of the transitive closure of G within the same time.
Proof. Since recognition of directed acyclic graph can be done in time linear in
|V (G)|+ |E(G)|, we assume that G is acyclic. We denote by G∗ its transitive closure.
We now prove that the algorithm RECSPO, with G as the input, determines whether
the transitive closure of G is a split order. We also prove that, in the positive case, the
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algorithm RECSPO provides a normalized chain–antichain decomposition of G∗. Notice
that, for every element of V (G), its rank in G and its rank in G∗ are equal. Thus, one
can easily check that after line 12 we have that:
• the set C contains all the elements of G belonging to a maximum with respect to
cardinality chain of G∗, and the set A contains all the remaining elements of V (G),
• the set R[i] contains all the elements of G whose ranks are equal to i and which
belong to a maximal sized chain of G∗.
• the set Level contains all the levels of the rank decomposition of G having more
than one element belonging to a maximal sized chain of G∗.
From Property 14 it follows that, if G∗ is a split order, then any of its normal-
ized (A′; C′)-decomposition is such that C′ ⊆ C. The remaining of the algorithm is
then devoted *rst to *nd in C a subset which could be a chain of the normalized
(A′; C′)-decomposition of G∗. Second to check that the remaining elements of C, to-
gether with the elements of the set A, form an antichain in G∗. Note that lines 13, line
14 and line 15 are exclusive each other.
For line 13: Lemma 25(i) ensures both its correction, and the correction of the
algorithm if it *nishes at this line.
For line 14: for its correction consider the macro LEVEL-2. Lemma 25(i) ensures
both the correction of line 3, and the correction of the algorithm if it *nishes at this
line. In line 4, the two ranks with more than one element are consecutive: the least is
p and g is actually p+1. One can easily check that after line 16 we have that: for any
x of rank p (respectively g), belonging to a maximal sized chain of G∗, the set S[x]
(respectively P[x]) contains its (immediate) successors (respectively predecessors), of
rank g (respectively p) which belong to a maximal sized chain of G∗. From Lemma
25(ii), see Remark 26, if P is a split order, it has a unique normalized chain–antichain
decomposition. Still from Lemma 25(ii), we have that:
• If G∗ is a split order, then the chain of the normalized chain–antichain decompo-
sition must contain the two elements of ranks p and g, which are respectively the
predecessor of all the elements of R[g] and the successor of all the elements of R[p].
• if another element of R[p] (respectively R[g]) is the predecessor (respectively suc-
cessor) of at least two elements of R[g] (respectively R[p]), then G∗ is not a split
order.
This ensures the correction of lines 24–26, and thus of the macro LEVEL-2. Note that,
once back to the main algorithm, the elements which remain in the set C constitute a
maximal sized chain of G∗.
For line 15: For its correction consider the macro LEVEL-1. At the line 2, the set
R[i] is the disjoint union of two sets X1 and X2, where X1 contains all the elements
of R[i], comparable in G with an element of A. One can easily check that after line
6, R[i] still contains the set X1 and contains exactly one element of X2 if and only
if X1 is empty. Recall that only elements belonging to the chain of a normalized
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chain–antichain decomposition are comparable to elements of the antichain. So, any
element of R[i], comparable in G with an element of A, cannot belong to the *nal
antichain. Consequently all the elements of R[i], comparable in G with an element of
A, must belong to the chain. But, as the elements of R[i] are pairwise incomparable,
R[i] can only have at most one such element. Thus, line 7 ensures the correction of
the macro LEVEL-1, and the correction of the algorithm if it *nishes at this line.
For line 16: for its correction, consider the macro CHECK-ANTICHAIN. First, we check
that for any element of A, none of its immediate successor nor predecessor belongs
to A. Second, we verify that no comparability, between elements of A, is induced by
transitivity through elements of the chain. Otherwise A is not an antichain, and so G∗
is not a split order. This ensures the correction of the macro CHECK-ANTICHAIN.
For line 17: Since after line 15 the set C is a maximal sized chain of G∗, the fact
that at line 17 the set A is an antichain ensures the correction of the algorithm.
We now prove that the algorithm RECSPO has a time complexity linear in the size
of G, that is linear in |V (G)|+ |E(G)|. First consider that data structures are classical
and that each vertex of G is given with its list of successors, its list of predeces-
sors, a Eag and its rank and its anti-rank. The rank and anti-rank are initialized in
line 2 of the algorithm RECSPO. The Eag indicates whether a vertex belongs to the
set C or to the set A. It is initialized at line 5 of the algorithm RECSPO, and it
allows to check if an element belongs to a set in constant time. This is used to com-
pute eTciently sets intersections. It is now a matter of routine to check the following
statements:
• In the algorithm RECSPO: The rank, the antirank, and the loops of lines 4–6, 8, 10–
12 are computed in time linear in the size of G.
• In the macro LEVEL-2: The loop of lines 5–10 has a time complexity linear in size
of G due to the use of the Eag. It is the same for the loop of lines 11–16. The
loops of lines 18–20, 21–23 are clearly linear.
• In the macro LEVEL-1 the loop of lines 2–6 has a time complexity linear in size of
G due to the use of the Eag.
• In the macro Check-antichain: the *rst loop of lines 1–4 has a time complexity linear
in size of G due to the use of the Eag. The second loop of lines 5–9 is clearly linear.
Remark 28. As a consequence, if G=(V (G); E(G)) is a directed graph whose transitive
closure is a split order, then the transitive reduction of G can be computed in a time
linear in the input, and the transitive closure of G can be computed in a time linear
in the output.
7. Conclusion
We have introduced two representations for split orders, the normalized chain–
antichain decomposition and the rank-interval decomposition. We used the *rst one
to recognize the directed graphs whose transitive closures are split orders. We used the
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second one to establish that split orders have dimension at most 3 and to characterize
those of dimension 2.
To conclude we address the following questions.
(1) Let CAw;h be the class of orders having a decomposition of their elements sets in
w + h disjoint subsets, such that any of the *rst w subsets induces an antichain
as sub-order, and any of the h next subsets induces a chain as sub-order. What is
the recognition status for orders and for directed graphs whose transitive closure
belongs to the order class CAw;h for *xed w and h?
(2) Find order classes which elements are uniquely determined—up to isomorphism—
by their rank-interval decomposition.
(3) An order P has a visibility model on an host order Q if there exists a mapping
, from V (P) to the convex connected subsets of Q, such that x¡P y if and only
if (i) (x) ∩ (y) = ∅, and (ii) there exist elements a∈(x) and b∈(y) with
a¡Q b. Characterize those orders having a visibility model on split orders.
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